Chapter V: Conclusion and Suggestion

This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion of the research based on the explanation in previous chapter.

Conclusion

The overall result from observation was well done. From observation, the participants follow the steps how to use “MyWordbook” application, even though some participant in the second and third meeting did not follow some of the steps, but that is because of the students have already know the rules before. When observation is carried out, the students enjoyed their activities in the class when the teacher implement the application as an instructional media in teaching English.

From the interview, there were three indicators that the researcher used to gather the data about the teacher perception by using “MyWordbook” application in English teaching. Such as the general information about technology in English teaching, “MyWordbook” application as a media in English teaching, also the advantages and disadvantages of “MyWordbook” application. In this point the researcher interviewed the participants about their perception about their knowledge by using technology application in teaching English general, technology in teaching is a good way to help teacher and students in teaching and learning process.

Furthermore, “MyWordbook” application in English teaching. This application one of the vocabulary tools for learners. This application can be used to study vocabulary easy. Because there are the picture, definition, example, and
how to pronouns to make the students easy to memorize the words. The data showed that English foreign language teachers in SMP N 3 Limboto use “MyWordbook” application in English teaching. But it must match with the material because not all the material will suitable used this application. In addition, there were the data of research discussion from interview of the advantages and disadvantages of “MyWordbook” application. Based on the data from the teachers’ perception, the advantages of “MyWordbook” application are helpful the teacher to deliver the material, to make students easy to memorize the word because there is image of the word to help the students easy to memorize, and this application did not need internet connection.

Then the disadvantages of “MyWordbook” application such as; spends more time if the teacher must design the vocabulary one by one. Vocabulary in this application only limited and must to pay before. And just some topic suitable to use this application in English teaching. Overall, “Mywordbook” application is good application to use in English teaching. With the something new instructional media make the students enjoy and exited to learn the material. In conclusion “MyWordbook” application is good based on the teacher perception; they were agree to use this application; and this application can be applied in teaching and learning process because able to help students to memorize the word to make them have many vocabulary so it can improve their English skill.

**Suggestion**

Based on the result of data analysis, it can be suggested that teachers who want to use this application in teaching should think the topic of material suitable
if the material can be design using this application or not because not all learning material will suitable using this application. Moreover the use of technology which is application in this study really helpful the teacher and students in teaching and learning process. Using something new instructional media in teaching can attract students’ attention and students look enthusiastic in learning.
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